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We are pleased to be able to share the May/June 2017 edition of 
Curriculum Connections. This issue concentrates on TLDSBs Math 
Learning Story, Reading for the Love of It, the DELF exams, an 
Integrated Approach to Healthy Living and the Student Voice on 
Why Learning through the Arts Engages & Empowers them as 
Learners. 

This publication is designed to support the work you are doing in 
classrooms and schools. It is intended to be a resource to provoke 
thinking and showcase the great work that is happening across our 
District.  

Live links are embedded throughout the document to support your 
learning. We encourage you to share this resource electronically 
with your colleagues.  

HAPPY READING! 
 

 
 
 

 

TLDSB Math Learning Story 

What can we can learn by examining a school’s Learning Journey Narrative?  

Last year Jenn Clark, the vice principal of Monck Public School at that time, told me that when reflecting on our year we 
should look at our Learning Journey Narrative. This conversation comes back as our curriculum team looks at the 
professional learning that was offered this year. How has it mobilized into schools? What pieces of the learning (from our 
team or elsewhere) are schools and educators taking and implementing into their practice? Do these micro moves in 
practice align with the Pedagogical System? Here are four schools sharing their Learning Journey Narrative through the lens 
of the Pedagogical System. 

School Team:  Elaine Fournier, Erin Kennedy and Mark Stamp 

At Cardiff and Wilberforce Public Schools, a whole school focus was created when working with and 
planning Rich Worthwhile Tasks. The goal began when looking to create a common understanding of a 
quality math program from K - 8. Elaine Fournier, Principal, and Mark Stamp, Instructional Leader, worked 
with teachers to co-create a common planning tool. The goal of the common planning tool was to ensure 

that math routines and purposeful practice were connected to the Rich Instructional Task, 
which was selected from research-based resources. These resources also served as 
professional learning for educators.  

PLC time focused on creating quality learning goals and emphasized that you cannot choose 
a quality instructional task until you have a quality learning goal thus supporting a Non-
Threatening Learning Environment. Educators were able to find entry points for all 
students, honour where students were in their learning and decide how to move that 
learning forward. School teams looked at routines and purposeful practices that supported  

Our Board Math Goal for 2016-17:  

To improve student thinking in number sense with a special focus on Place Value. 
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the instructional task and provided opportunities for students to see themselves within the math.  From a Number Talk 
(Math Routine), to collaborative problem solving with a partner (Rich Worthwhile Task), to consolidating the learning, 
students engaged in a connected, balanced block of math embedded in curriculum and key understandings. Engaging in 
purposeful practice to work on this learning capped off the balanced math block. 

What came from this focus was a realization that knowing students, being responsive and building content knowledge 
based around key understandings, made it easier to see growth in student learning. Focusing on Rich Tasks brought out 
opportunities for math language to be used in classroom discourse, and getting to hear students speak about the math 
they were doing, relating it directly to the learning goal. 

The impact on students could be heard and observed at the student desk and the application of their learning to other 
tasks, mathematical ideas or beyond. This looks like students connecting and using their learning outside of the lesson and 
task. 

Next steps will be to continue increasing content learning in all grades across the two schools.  Also, continue to work on 
targeted and collaborative monitoring, engaging in ‘Classroom Sit Downs’ and seeing their professional learning come 
through student learning.  Finally selecting tasks that target student specific next steps, going deeper with an asset based 
lens and targeted instruction and assessment. 

Rich Worthwhile Instructional Tasks need to ‘access important mathematical concepts and relationships, have appropriate 
challenge, opportunities for cognitive engagement and press for understanding.’ Developing a planning structure supports 
this for all learners involved. 

School Team:  Jennifer Clark and Patti Lyons 

Upon reviewing the four pedagogical systems, our team felt that deeply exploring classroom 
discourse would serve to enhance our students’ mathematical learning. 

We 
decided 

what we 
wanted our students to be able 
to know and do successfully was 
to engage in rich classroom 
discourse. All of this was 
consolidated on a primary 
anchor chart and 2-8 anchor 
chart that was reflective of our 
findings.  We used the construct 
of “If we want our students to 
do…,then we need to…” 

As a professional learning group 
we observed and based our 
‘noticing and naming’ on what 
students were doing well and 
what they needed support with. 
We developed strategies to 
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explicitly teach discourse (e.g., modeling, role playing, noticing and naming, positive reinforcement for use of appropriate 
strategies).  One of our educators provided some tips to spur on discourse: 

 

•       I don't answer their questions, I ask another student instead. 

•       I provoke them and ask them to prove it. 

•       I ask if they agree with the response. 

•       I “play dumb” – or as Marian Small says “be purposely vague”. 

•       I make errors and let them correct my thinking. 

•       I ask questions. 

•       I allow for talking, sharing, debating, which they love to do. 

 

Our greatest “aha moments” were when we realized that in order to have authentic classroom discourse, all classrooms 
had to demonstrate a culture of safety and trust.  Only then did we have a hope of the perfect conditions for a learning 
environment that promoted mathematical argumentation. We also noted that our classes required a sense of playfulness, 
where everyone involved thought that ‘thinking was fun’!  This passion for learning was modeled by our passionate 
teachers! 

Thus, our team felt that strong classroom discourse came from non-threatening environments, solid representations and 
tools, as well as thoughtfully planned instructional tasks. We realized that all of these conditions needed to be in place but, 
at the same time, recognized how complex it is to have all learners involved in classroom discourse.  It wasn’t as easy as 
posing certain questions or allowing for wait time, when we were “supporting students in developing the skills of 
explanation, argumentation and justification.” (Anthony and Walshaw.) Our inquiry enabled us to see that certain tasks 
lent themselves to mathematical discourse while others did not.  The non-threatening environments allowed for all to feel 
safe in a culture of trust where learning was fun.  

The monitoring piece, which our principal likes to call an ‘administrative learning journey’, was centered around learning 
walkthroughs and monitoring our SIP.  She developed a tool that provided an opportunity to do a learning walkthrough, 
whereby she would notice and name, based on our co-created criteria developed for classroom discourse.  Interestingly, 
over time, this tool demonstrated that students were proficient with piggybacking ideas, listening to ideas, building on 
ideas, and asking each other questions.  However she noticed that, as a whole, students needed more of the argumentation 
piece, which will be further explored. Ultimately, our next steps for 2017-2018 will be to continue our work around 
classroom discourse as well as to dig more deeply into exploring rich instructional tasks, non-threatening learning 
environments and the best tools and representations to support student learning in mathematics.  We’ve learned that, like 
most things in education, they’re all interconnected, and lead to a wonderfully balanced and rich mathematics classroom! 

As Anthony and Walshaw state, as teachers of mathematics we need to ‘socialize students into a larger mathematical world 
that honours standards of reasoning and rules of practice.” 
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School Team:  Dawn Sudsbury, Joanne Plumpton and Laura Bent 

Woodville Public School has been on a three-year learning journey, 
using Prime-Professional Resources and Instruction for 
Mathematics Educators, as an assessment tool to collect student 
data, determine and track the greatest areas of need for each 
classroom and to help support professional learning in whole group 
instruction and guided instruction. The data from this assessment 

identified yellow zone students, where they were in their understanding of number and 
operations, and subsequently used this information to design intervention that included 
both the SERT and classroom teacher.  The school team tried intervention in two 
different locations (in the classroom and in a separate resource room) and found that 
working with the kids in the resource room led to greater gains, as students were 
focused and guided instruction was being delivered more regularly.  Programming 
modifications for "red zone kids" were made by classroom teachers and the resource 
teacher focused on yellow zone students, working to close gaps based on where 
students were in their learning, using an asset based lens. 

A school focus this year was guided math instruction and a component of this was to 
ensure math stations were in every classroom for every student to engage in. As this was 
successfully implemented in all classes, new learning came in through an SEF visit. While 
students were engaging in these rich and responsive learning opportunities, did students 
know why they are learning what they are learning while engaging in math stations? 

Feedback during the District Support visit lead the SIP team to come together and look 
differently at when math stations ran in their rooms. The result was a change to when 
math stations happened in the math block. They moved from during guided math 
instruction to when students were engaging in differentiated independent work. 
Teachers decided that they would engage with students during math stations to support 
them by helping make connections to what they are learning in stations and how it can 
be used in other math learning and outside of the classroom. Being in the math stations 
provides additional opportunity for ongoing formative assessment to inform instruction 
and opportunity to explicitly teach students why the skills they are learning and building 
in these stations will support them as math learners. Nothing changed in the quality of 
programming; only a shift to support students understanding why they were learning 
what they were learning.  

In a non-threatening learning environment we want the “academic press and support students capacity to think, reason, 
communicate and reflect”. This adjustment supports creating a non-threatening learning environment in the pedagogical 
system and responsively supports students in a balanced program established through data and supported with content 
knowledge and great pedagogy.  
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School Team:  Diana Petrie and Kim Wiles  

In December we had an opportunity to go to Sagonaska 
Demonstration School, which supports students who have 
been identified with a Learning Disability.  We attended a 
workshop that not only impacted our thinking, but also played 
a role in our learning at PLC’s back at the school. 

At Sagonaska, math processes were used as a tool for feedback and growth for 
students.  It also became a lens for identifying strengths and next steps in student 
work.  In particular, the focus of instruction became about selecting tools and 
computational strategies and representing in all strands.  As we focused on the use 
of tools in particular, staff at Sagonaska encouraged us to move students from 
concrete to pictorial to abstract representations regardless of age and concept.  This 
continuum allows students to move from procedural understanding of concepts to a 
deeper, conceptual understanding.  Students are able to visually see what these 
concepts “look like” and then can more easily make connections between 
concepts.  One example shared explored the use of base ten blocks to teach 
multiplication which can then be used to understand the concept of area. Later this 
area model can be used to teach students how to solve algebraic expressions.    

This idea really resonated with us as we reflected on the speed we move students to abstract representations and 
considered the limited time we spend building concrete and pictorial representation with our students.  Upon returning to 
school we immediately wanted to share this learning with our teachers who support our Special Needs students.  During a 
Special Education PLC, we started to delve deeper into students’ psycho -educational assessments.  We analyzed student 
need through the lens of students’ profiles and considered what math would look like for these students.  In each case, we 
realized that basing the instruction in the concrete would support these students with their various learning needs.  We 
then explored tools that could be utilized to teach concepts that tend to be difficult for students to understand.  Teachers 
then took these ideas back to their students and not only felt more confident about teaching math concepts but also noticed 
when the learning started with the concrete, the students then had a better understanding of the math ideas that were 
being presented to them. 

Although many of our PLC’s were not focused on representations or the use of tools, this seemed to come up again and 
again as we looked at student work and wondered what was causing a gap.  In our recent Intermediate PLC, as we 
moderated some student work, we began to notice a trend.  Students were not using manipulatives to solve 
problems.  Typically our students drew “representations” that did not support their solutions and sometimes did not even 
connect to their written work.  One teacher even commented that she knew that one target student knew how to complete 
a procedure but felt confident that that student would be unable to concretely represent the question asked.  This was a 
concern as this was what the student needed to be able to do to start making sense of the math and to start closing the 
gap.  A conversation ensued about the importance of using concrete, followed by pictorial, and finally abstract 
representations.  As a result these teachers decided as part of their “bell work” they would give students a math problem 
and only allow them to solve it using manipulatives.   After only doing this for a week or so one teacher commented “I 
noticed that students were now seeing the need to have accurate diagrams to represent their thinking”.  We are beginning 
to see that by using manipulatives, students start to be able to tackle difficult problems and make sense of what is 
happening in the math.  By slowing down and returning to concrete representations when necessary, all students are able 
to enter into the math without having to understand the “abstract” as their starting point. 
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Our learning about how to support students in moving from concrete to pictorial to abstract representations will continue 
into next year.  We hope that exploring representations will enable us to better anticipate student responses through the 
concrete and continue to learn about what tools and representations will support us as educators and our students in order 
to start to close the gaps in understanding. 

When we look at Tools and Representations in the Pedagogical System we ‘carefully select tools and representations to 
provide support for student thinking.” This has power on student learning and in an effective pedagogical system. 

 

Thank you for engaging in learning on behalf of students this year. 

Below is a link to all the recorded Adobes, including our fourth session on Tools and Representations. 

 

Math Leadership Series Quick Link: 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B5S-75dlzM7wVzNrTFc1V0t6V3c 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B5S-75dlzM7wVzNrTFc1V0t6V3c
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READING FOR THE LOVE OF IT  
Remember back when you were told to turn out the lights and you snuck the flashlight under the covers to continue 
reading?  What about the book or series of books that you couldn’t get enough of, so you read them over and over again?  
Is there a book that you took everywhere so you could squeeze in some more reading if you had the chance?  This brings 
us to a question… 

How are we creating opportunities for our kids 

to develop this joy and life-long love for reading? 

 

In our classrooms, we can create an environment that gives our kids a chance to develop and grow their reading passions. 
In her book, The Book Whisperer, Donalyn Miller describes some of the key components to consider when supporting 
students to develop their love of reading.  

 

Time:  Students need time to read, talk about and browse books. 

Choice: Students need opportunities to self-select reading material, based on their own 

interests, the recommendations of others and not always on their text reading level. 

 

Library:  Students need access to a wide variety of genres and text 

types, both in the classroom and school library.  Luckily in TLDSB the 

introduction of our digital library, Overdrive, has given students, 
staff and parents access to thousands of additional titles in both e-
book and audiobook format.   

Find TLDSB’s digital library @   https://trilliumca.libraryreserve.com/10/45/en/SignIn.htm?url=Default.htm 

Response:  Students should respond in natural ways to the books they are reading through conferences, written entries, 

classroom discussions, and projects. 

Community:  Students are part of a classroom reading community in which all members can make meaningful 

contributions to the learning of the group. 

As we enter the summer months and are looking for inspiration for our classroom libraries and places to send parents and 

kids consider not only Overdrive but also our local community libraries. 

“Reading changes your life.  Reading unlocks worlds unknown or forgotten, taking travelers around the world and through 
time…Through characters - the saints and sinners, real or imagined – reading shows you how to be a better human being.” 
(Miller, page 18) 

The Book Whisperer is available in TLDSB’s Digital Library 

http://tldsb.ca/tldsb-launches-new-digital-library/
http://tldsb.ca/tldsb-launches-new-digital-library/
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TLDSB Participates in the DELF Exams 

This spring, TLDSB is celebrating the success of the 46 students who took part in the international DELF exams. 
The DELF (Diplôme d'études en langue française) are diplomas awarded by the French Ministry of Education to 
prove the French-language skills of those who speak French as a second language.  

The majority of the 46 students who challenged the DELF 
were grade 12 students. Additionally, three Grade 8 Core 
French students also took part in the DELF exams as a part 
of a pilot project to monitor student retention in FSL 
programs. Of the students who took part in the DELF exams 
this year, roughly 40% are Core French students, 36% are 
French Immersion students, and 24% are Extended French 
students. The exam itself consists of an individual interview 
with two trained examiners, followed by a written exam 
that includes listening, reading and writing exercises. One 
student describes the experience as a positive way to use 
her second language skills:  

“I enjoyed getting to practice taking a French exam. It was almost exactly like the entrance exam 
for the French Immersion program at the University of Ottawa. I also enjoyed being able to speak 
with more people in French.” 

The internationally recognized certificate can be used when applying to postsecondary institutions around the 
world, and when applying for jobs in the future. Students know the importance of proving your abilities in a 
second language in such a competitive job market:  

“The certificate will prove that I can speak a little bit of French, which may make me more 
qualified to get a job [...] in Ontario and other areas like 
Quebec.” 

Teachers across the school board have worked diligently to promote 
this opportunity to their students, and to help them prepare for their 
exams. Challenging the DELF can be demanding. In preparation for the 
testing, students learn to manage the stress of an exam situation, while 
using their French to communicate with the examiners. When 
reflecting on her experience, one student says:  

“If I could tell other students about the DELF, I would tell them 
to NOT WORRY, because the people in front of you have done 
this before, and understand what you’re going through and try 
their best to keep you in a calm and relaxing environment.”  

 

 

Grade 12 students from LCVI show off their DELF certificates. 

TLDSB staff showed their support for students 
in many ways, from training to administer the 
exam, to helping students prepare for the test 
and providing healthy treats on exam day! 
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While it can be a challenge, students realize the benefits that come from the experience:  

“I’m glad I had the opportunity. The results reinforce my confidence in my French abilities.”  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For more information on the DELF exams, visit: http://www.ciep.fr/en/delf-dalf 

 

 

 

TLDSB’s Digital Library 
The TLDSB Digital Library, powered by Overdrive, was released in April 2017. 

Please take our quick survey to let us know what you think! 

 

https://goo.gl/forms/IuFG5daAZOvQZycR2 
 

                                                                                 

 

“I’ll use the diploma on my 
resume, for immersion 

programs, bragging rights, 
fun facts about myself in 

getting to know you.” 
games.” 

“I would say that the best 
part of challenging the DELF 
was being able to undertake 

a task that would be 
beneficial in the future.” 

+ = 

http://www.ciep.fr/en/delf-dalf
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Healthy Living – An Integrated Approach  

On Monday May 1st, our Healthy Active Living and Mental Health Leads gathered at the Muskoka Education 
Centre for a day of learning based around the question, “How can the Health Curriculum support student 
achievement and well-being?” Through a multi-department approach, the work focused on deepening our 
understanding of the Healthy Living Curriculum through many lenses – Information, Communication and 
Technology (ICT), Curriculum (specifically, the Arts), Equity and Inclusion, and Mental Well-Being.  What follows 
are hi-lights of the key learnings of the day as well as important links to enable access to the resources and 
information shared. 

Dr. Bruce Ferguson, a nationally and internationally renowned academic and consultant who was the founding 
director of Child and Youth Mental Health Research Unit at the Hospital for Sick Kids and is presently on the 
steering committee of the provincial well-being strategy, delivered a powerful keynote address for the day. Dr. 
Ferguson spoke to the nature of well-being and the why’s and how’s of its’ vital role in our schools.  He clearly 
established the fact that well-being is essential to success in school and in life.  Considering that children spend 
a significant amount of their lives in schools, it becomes an essential place to develop and monitor well-being. If 
we consider that research indicates that childhood and youth emotional well-being predict adult life satisfaction 
and that the links between well-being and achievement are well documented, then clearly it is incumbent upon 
us to develop the knowledge, attitudes and behaviours (skills and habits) leading to physical and mental well-
being and that this be established early and supported consistently in home, school and the community. 
(Ferguson, 2017).  For more information, follow the link below to see Dr. Ferguson’s presentation. 
https://docs.google.com/a/tldsb.net/presentation/d/1XAI2qRn5YWRBCk_rON1Ba6MIP3uxCUnnjH2e5nbNyxo/
edit?usp=sharing  

 
 
5 sessions followed the keynote address.   Here are the topics, presenters and links to their sessions:  

1. Healthy Living – A Resource for Living - (Dave Lyons) 
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1gQRt8qS-hT2FHB7AOTdXx8u9wnyIe-SMjE-
ITufHARw/edit#slide=id.p4  

2. Healthy Technology Choices – (Mark Janke) 
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/126R3wB10vqx0StRvxqX39e-TC7HiVn0qjUaQI-
5c4jQ/edit#slide=id.g2025541941_0_21  

3. Experiencing Equity - (Heather Truscott, Linda Hachmer) 
https://drive.google.com/a/tldsb.net/file/d/0B5HWWb972qL0OU8wZFA2VTJuRUE/view?usp=sharing  

4. Mentally Healthy Schools - (Cheryl Roffe, Jenn Rosewarne, Cara Anderson) 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B1dbQR3hKeHGazA2bWd6NDlFN00/view  

5. Healthy Living Through the Arts - Jelynne Sornberger & team 
https://drive.google.com/drive/shared-with-me  

 
 
 

https://docs.google.com/a/tldsb.net/presentation/d/1XAI2qRn5YWRBCk_rON1Ba6MIP3uxCUnnjH2e5nbNyxo/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/a/tldsb.net/presentation/d/1XAI2qRn5YWRBCk_rON1Ba6MIP3uxCUnnjH2e5nbNyxo/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1gQRt8qS-hT2FHB7AOTdXx8u9wnyIe-SMjE-ITufHARw/edit#slide=id.p4
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1gQRt8qS-hT2FHB7AOTdXx8u9wnyIe-SMjE-ITufHARw/edit#slide=id.p4
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/126R3wB10vqx0StRvxqX39e-TC7HiVn0qjUaQI-5c4jQ/edit#slide=id.g2025541941_0_21
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/126R3wB10vqx0StRvxqX39e-TC7HiVn0qjUaQI-5c4jQ/edit#slide=id.g2025541941_0_21
https://drive.google.com/a/tldsb.net/file/d/0B5HWWb972qL0OU8wZFA2VTJuRUE/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B1dbQR3hKeHGazA2bWd6NDlFN00/view
https://drive.google.com/drive/shared-with-me
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Here are the 'Top 10 Take-Aways' from the day: 
 

1. Well-being is essential to success in school and life. 
2. Mental well-being is holistic in nature - it is achieved through a balance of the mental, physical, emotional, 

and spiritual (Feed All Four). 
3. Mental well-being is "the state that allows each of us to be as good as we can be given who we are."  B. 

Ferguson 
4. Students with a sense of well-being are able to cope with adversity, form and sustain healthy relationships, 

participate in productive activities including being academically successful, and are hopeful about their 
future. 

5. We can promote mental well-being through teaching skills such as self-awareness, managing emotions 
and building empathy but can also learn key skills through our relationships with students and how we 
manage our own well-being.  A great tool for supporting this learning is found in the HPE Curriculum - see 
'Living Skills' which can be embedded in all strands of instruction (page23 - 25).  

6. The revised Healthy Living Curriculum provides powerful learning opportunities to support mental well-
being and has significantly strengthened mental health components. 

7. The need to ensure all our kids are receiving instruction in Healthy Living (Health instruction) is critical and 
only about 50% of our kids across the system are receiving regular health instruction (HPE Survey, June 
2016). 

8. Mental health and the well-being of our students is highly related to tech use. 
9. The Healthy Living expectations provide us with many opportunities to address a number of key issues 

related to equity, anti-discrimination, and inclusion (see pages 67/68, HPE Curriculum). 
10. Some of the most powerful and engaging learning opportunities for kids in Healthy Living come through 

thoughtful and intentional cross-curricular learning experiences. 
 
It is evident that the opportunities to support over all student well-being (and specifically, positive mental health) 
through the HPE Curriculum are rich.  Focused and intentional teaching and learning can become a key tool in 
school improvement planning in the pillar of ‘Well-being and Equity K-12’ and its subsequent alignment and 
integration within all departments (Curriculum, Information, Communication and Technology, and Specialized 
Services).  Please don’t hesitate to contact any of the TLDSB presenters listed here for support in your Healthy 
Living program, or with questions or follow-up to anything shared from this day. 
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Student Voice on Why Learning through the Arts  

Engages & Empowers them as Learners 
In April, I had the privilege to participate in an afternoon at the Me to We camp for Imagine Canada Camp with Watt Public School and 
Bracebridge & Muskoka Lakes Secondary School.  Students spent three days learning about Truth and Reconciliation.  It was 
heartwarming to see the high school students mentoring elementary students and witnessing them collaborating in teams.  This was a 
learning journey that started with building knowledge of the truth, growing in deeper understanding of the indigenous culture and history 
and ending in creating an ongoing action plan to be a part of the reconciliation. 

These extremely sensitive but needed topics were facilitated through many Arts activities, allowing students to access this history in 
meaningful ways in a non-threatening environment. Students were excited to express their critical thinking and discourse through art forms 
such as painting, acting, singing and beading.  Allowing students to demonstrate their learning through Music,  

Afterward, I was able to follow up with Kim Small’s grade 5-6 class at Watt E.S. where we continued the Grandfather teachings through 
Social Studies, Literacy, Dance and Music.  Ms. Small said she had been using the Arts as a way to facilitate curriculum in her class.  
When students were asked how the Arts has supported their learning in their classroom these are a few of the things they shared: 

“The Arts help me represent my thinking.” 

“It’s fun learning through moving and exercise!” 

“The Arts help me to visualize the ideas in my mind and remember it.” 

“When my teacher uses an Arts form to teach us, it helps me to remember.  It makes learning more fun and engaging.” 

“In Literacy, using Drama and Dance helped me to understand the book and the vocabulary because it was active and I was 
moving.” 

“When we learn using the Arts, we get to see other kids’ ideas and extends our own ideas.  It helps you to get to know other 
students.” 

“Learning through an Art form is more memorable because we’re doing it.” 

“We like to express our learning in different ways.  The Arts makes it not boring because it’s active.  Learning about culture 
and history is more meaningful when our teacher involves us and we get to self-direct our learning.” 

“I enjoy learning other subjects through the Arts because it’s collaborative.  When I get to do things with a partner or group 
it’s easier and helps me to better understand. When I can share my ideas and talk about what I’m thinking about with others, 
it extends my thinking.” 
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This year I have witnessed the power of integrating the Arts with all curriculum across TLDSB, the positive influence it has had in enhancing 
all subjects and creating equity for our students.  It has been a joy to watch educators open themselves to teach in new and innovative 
ways that deepens and extends students’ learning.  The Arts allow students to creatively access information and support critically thinking 
in inclusive ways.  Our students have been impassioned when given artistic choices to demonstrate their understanding in all areas of 
curriculum.  Most importantly, they have experienced the joy of learning. 

“Using the Arts as a tool to teach literacy and history has had a profound impact on my students.  They have been empowered 
on a broader level and have developed a new appreciation for their learning through the integration of Dance, Drama, Visual 
Arts and Music.  Learning through the Arts is without a doubt what resonates and inspires them.  As an educator, integrating 
the Arts has opened my whole approach of how I think about teaching and has highlighted the importance of providing a 
respectful, trusting and empowering relationship with my students.” 

~ Heather Dunn, Grade 8 teacher Woodville E.S. 

 
 


